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Skipper Ltd. INR  153 

 

“Domestic Transmission capex play”       NOT RATED 

 

Skipper Ltd. reported revenue of INR 3681 Mn up 29.7% YoY against INR 2958 Mn. 
EBITDA grew 44.55% YoY to 429 Mn compared to INR 297 Mn and margin expanded 
by 105 bps YoY to 12.2%. Reported PAT decreased by 14.17% YoY to INR 303 Mn 
from INR 353 Mn on account of higher forex gains last year amounting to INR 420 Mn 
compared to INR 181 Mn in the current quarter. 
 
Skipper Ltd. founded in 1981, is among India’s top three Power Transmission Tower 
manufacturing companies. It is also engaged in the production of poles-monopoles 
and PVC pipes, etc.  The company has complete control over the value chain from 
angles to tower production to fasteners to EPC. Transmission and distribution 
segment, PVC pipes segment and Infrastructure segment accounts for 89%, 7% and 
4% of revenues respectively. Skipper is promoted by Kolkata based S K Bansal Group. 

 
Transmission business: Skipper is among the top 3 players (10-15% market share) 
in the transmission tower business with a capacity of 1,75,000 MTPA. The company 
operates in 400 KV - 1200 KV segment, which has entry barriers like prequalification, 
quality & infrastructure related criteria. 54% of India's transmission line network is 
expected to be in 400 KV and above by the end of 12th Plan. The company generates 
majority of its revenue from PGCIL. The company operates efficiently at 90% capacity 
and have order book of INR 24500 Mn providing visibility of revenue. In domestic 
market, revenues from PGCIL are ~80%. Export order comprises around 45% of the 
total order book, which will lead to increase its share in coming years from present 
revenue share of ~4%. The company has a long-term supply contract with 
transmission system operators (TSO) in Latin America. The advantages of working in 

latin American markets are that market still hold large potential for growth and 
margins are better than other regions. All this improves revenue assurance and 
establishes its presence in this fast-growing market, which should generate new 
orders in future. We also believe pick up in PGCIL orders envisaged good growth for 
the company in T&D segment. The company plans to increase ~20-25% capacity 
every year. 
 
Pole & Monopoles Business: Skipper is also present in the Poles & monopoles 
segment  and ranks amongst India’s  top 4 Pole manufacturing companies and a 
pioneer in the production of Monopoles, which are self-supporting tubular structure 
carrying transmission lines and also find extensive usage in telecom capacities and 4G 

network expansions. The company have designing and manufacturing monopoles tie-
up with Ramboll of Denmark and manufactures for the entire basket of products in 
steel poles from swaged to octagonal to conical to high masts. This segment is 
expected to witness uptick and provides large opportunity to grow. 
 
PVC business: Skipper manufactures PVC pipes and has captured 10% market share 
in eastern India, through network of around 500 dealers. The company has partnered 
with global giants like Sekisui of Japan for CPVC pipes and Wavin of Netherlands for 
plumbing solutions, which we believe will help in developing this business segment. 
The company has aggressive growth plans of increasing its revenues 10x from PVC 
pipes by FY19. In PVC segment company is eying one third of overall revenue from 
7% currently. The company is expanding its geographical reach to become PAN India 

player.  Capacity expansion in PVC Pipe segment to be completed in second half of 
this year. The two plants would be operational in third quarter with capacity addition 
of 20000 tpa and has planned further capacity expansion of 55,000 tpa in FY17 and 
FY18.  IN PVC segment company is eying one third of overall revenue from 10% 
currently.The Gujurat plant will work on 80% automation hence it will be world class 
and technology advanced in the industry. The margins are expected to be superior 
than its peers. 
 

 Key Financials: 

Particulars FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 

 Net Sales  5,601 8,235 10,137 11,652 14,572 

 EBITDA  504 729 903 1,182 2,254 

 PAT  176 99 187 269 892 

 EPS  2.50 1.08 1.92 2.63 8.71 

 OPM (%) 9.51 8.94 9.05 10.33 15.71 

 NPM (%) 3.15 1.20 1.85 2.31 6.12 

Source: Company, KRChoksey Research 

 

 

Market Data  

 Shares outs (Mn) 102.31 

Equity Cap (Mn) 102.31 

Mkt Cap (INR Mn) 15,623 

52 Wk H/L (INR) 200/85 

Avg Vol(3M avg K) 28.53 

Face Value (INR) 1 

Bloomberg Code SKIPPER IN 
 

Market Info:  

SENSEX  26,590 

NIFTY 8,060 

 
Share Price Performance 

 
 
Share Holding pattern (%)  

Particulars 
Sept1

5 
Jun15 Mar14 

Promoters 72.38 72.38 72.38 

FIIs - - - 

DIIs 0.02 - - 

Others 27.6 27.62 27.62 

Total 100 100 100 
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Segment Margins: 

   

EBITDA Margins Segment wise 
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Capex to cater further growth: Indian PVC market is growing at 7-8% and expected to be INR 200 bn 

market in next 3-4 years. PVC pipe demand will driven by various government initiatives like Pradhan 

Mantri Krishi Sinchai Yojna, Swachh bharat abhiyan, Housing for all. Skipper plans to expand its PVC pipes 

capacity multifold to 100,000 tpa from present 20,000 tpa by FY18. The company is adopting asset light 

model by leasing the land, in turn reducing capex requirement by 40%, faster entry in new markets and 

improved return ratios. The company plans to keep the debt at same level despite massive capacity 

expansion, which will help in improving return ratios. 

 

Cost Advantage due to, location and integrated business model: Skipper has complete value chain 

control from angles to tower production to fasteners to EPC resulting in control of about 80% of the cost 

on any tower line. The company has done backward integration through angle rolling which is the main 

raw material for towers and is also horizontally integrated with manufacturing of fasteners and accessories 

for towers. The plant location in Eastern India allows lowest cost access to major raw material, steel 

billets, which is mainly procured from SAIL’s Durgapur plant, less than 200 km away. This results in 

transportation costs of INR 450-500 /MT, against the industry average of INR 2,000. This logistic cost 

works out to a cost benefit of around 200 bps. 

 

Valuation & Outlook: We believe with increased investment plans of government, favorable regulatory 

policies, increased private sector participation provides opportunities to the company to scale-up the 

business. On a consolidated basis we are expecting EBITDA Margin to stabilize between 13-14%. The 

company generates higher margins compared to peers due to location advantage and integrated business 

model. Robust order book provides revenue visibility in T&D business; and multifold expansion in PVC 

business on a pan India level provides scalable growth opportunities, outcome of which will be seen in 

coming years. We remain positive on Skipper Ltd. and are working on detail numbers. At CMP of INR 153, 

the company trades at P/E of 16.91x its trailing EPS of INR 9.05. 

 
Key concall highlights: 

 The company has placed bids worth INR 20,000 Mn on domestic tenders, outcome of which is expected 

in next two quarters. 

 Previously announced PVC pipes capacity expansion from 12000 tonnes to 40000 tonnes continues to 

progress well and two plants are expected to be completed by Q3FY16 and one by Q4FY16. 

 The management is confident of maintaining the current EBITDA margins of ~14%. On the 

transmission business front, the company will be increasing the capacity by FY end to 2,00,000 MTPA 

from present 1,75,000 MTPA.  

 The PVC plant of Ahemdabad, Gujarat has commenced production, and the company is adding more 

dealers in Gujarat, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh. This is in line with company’s strategy to become 

national player. 

 Rating agency CARE has upgraded the rating of the company from A- to A+. Rating improvement will 

enable the company to reduce its finance cost and also the company plans to use money market 

instrument, Commercial Paper, which will further reduce the finance cost. The board has sanctioned 
amount of INR 500 Mn for raising funds through Commercial Papers. 
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 BUSINESS OVERVIEW 

 
Business Model 

Skipper Ltd. is among India’s top three Power 
Transmission Tower manufacturing companies. The 
company has complete control over the value chain 
from angles to tower production to fasteners to EPC. In 
EPC, the scope of work includes process design including 

basic& detail designing, engineering, supplying towers, 
procuring essential accessories and commissioning of the 

projects. In PVC business the company is a regional 

player having 10% market share in eastern India. The 
company is in the middle of massive expansion plan of 
increasing PVC pipes capacity by 10x.                                                        

Strategic Positioning 
 

Skipper ltd. is among top three manufacturers of 
transmission towers in the country. As a leading 
manufacturer and supplier of transmission towers, the 
company has forward integrated into EPC projects in 

the power T&D space and has emerged as a turnkey 
solutions provider. The company generates majority of 
its revenue from PGCIL and all manufacturing units of 
the company are approved by PGCIL. The majorly 
markets its PVC products in eastern India and has 10% 
market share in the region. The company has 
aggressive growth plans in PVC pipes segment and 
plans to become PAN India player. The company has 
partnered with global giants like Sekisui of Japan for 
CPVC pipes and Wavin of Netherlands for plumbing 
solutions. 

Competitive Edge  The Location of the company allows it to source the 
raw materials at lower coat, and enable it to save cost 
logistics cost by 400-500 bps. 

 The company has integrated operations which provides 
the company scope to register better margins. 

 The power transmission sector in India is expectd to 
see ~$15bn of contract awards over the next one year, 
and the ordering activity shall be driven majorly by 

PGCIL. All manufacturing facilities of the company has  
been approved by PGCIL. 

 The company has International Collaborations with 
leading companies, which will give the company 
technological advantage over its peers. 

 With 175,000 MTPA the company has the capacity 
coupled with experience to execute large orders. 

Financial Structure The company has debt of INR 3829, which the company 
plans to keep at same level despite massive capacity 
expansion as company is planning to fund expansion 
via internal accruals. The D/E ratio of the company has 

reduced from 2.1 to 1.3 in 3 years.  

Key Competitors  KEC International, Kalpataru Power Transmission. 

Industry Revenue 
Drivers 

The Indian government, ‘Power by 2020’ will require huge 

transmission investment which has been lagging 

Generation investment, for the past several years. PVC 

pipe demand will driven by various government initiatives 

like Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchai Yojna, swachh bharat 

abhiyan, housing for all. There is huge unsatisfied demand 

for irrigation in India and the demand for quality PVC pipes 

remains unabated. 

Share holder Value 
Proposition 

Skipper is leader in power transmission tower 
manufacturing in India having huge growth potential 
and focusing on increasing exports. The company has 
integrated operations and enjoys location advantage, 
leading to higher margins by ~500bps. Also, the 
company has strong presence in manufacturing 
monopoles. In PVC business, the company is adding 
multifold capacity with an asset light model, targeting 

exponential growth. Order book remains strong at INR 
24000 Mn providing revenue visibility. 

 

Company Brief 

Skipper Ltd. founded in 1981, is 
among India’s top three Power 
Transmission Tower manufacturing 
companies. It is also engaged in 
the production of poles-monopoles 
and PVC pipes, etc. Transmission 
and distribution segment, PVC 
pipes segment and Infrastructure 
segment accounts for 89%, 7% 
and 4% of revenues respectively. 
Skipper is promoted by Kolkata 
based S K Bansal Group. 
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Profit & Loss Account: 

Particulars ( INR in Millions) FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 

Net Sales 5,041 7,412 9,003 10,415 13,128 

Raw Material Consumed 4,412 5,361 7,194 7,870 8,551 

Power & Fuel Cost 158 297 348 519 527 

Employee Cost 106 154 173 242 305 

Total Expenditure 4,537 6,684 8,100 9,233 10,874 

Operating Profit (Excl OI) 504 729 903 1,182 2,254 

Other Income 28 8 14 21 36 

Interest 214 473 514 685 704 

Depreciation 66 117 126 151 220 

Profit Before Tax 253 146 278 367 1,366 

Provision for Tax 76 47 90 98 474 

Profit After Tax 176 99 187 269 892 

Earnings Per Share 2.5 1.1 1.9 2.6 8.7 

 
Balance sheet: 
 

Particulars ( INR in Millions) FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 

Share Capital 360 360 97 102 102 

Total Reserves 1,211 1,275 1,963 2,209 2,936 

Shareholder's Funds 1,572 1,635 2,061 2,312 3,039 

Long-Term Borrowings 
  

1,986 
  

Secured Loans 876 1,061 1,289 1,416 799 

Unsecured Loans 495 711 697 891 908 

Deferred Tax Assets / Liabilities 94 111 181 218 265 

Other Long Term Liabilities 
 

7 16 10 
 

Total Non-Current Liabilities 1,466 1,890 2,183 2,534 1,972 

Trade Payables 250 1,120 1,162 1,563 2,415 

Other Current Liabilities 225 791 461 626 1,277 

Short Term Borrowings 1,935 1,222 1,990 1,755 1,724 

Short Term Provisions 13 35 11 25 210 

Total Current Liabilities 2,423 3,168 3,625 3,969 5,627 

Total Liabilities 5,460 6,694 7,869 8,815 10,637 

Net Block 2,081 2,828 3,262 3,385 3,513 

Capital Work in Progress 335 20 36 83 35 

Long Term Loans & Advances 
 

7 
 

21 31 

Other Non Current Assets 9 0 9 0 0 

Total Non-Current Assets 2,424 2,855 3,307 3,489 3,578 

Inventories 1,760 1,689 2,378 2,290 2,282 

Sundry Debtors 921 1,449 1,549 2,318 3,758 

Cash and Bank 69 86 128 263 561 

Short Term Loans and Advances 286 614 507 455 458 

Total Current Assets 3,036 3,839 4,562 5,326 7,059 

Total Assets 5,460 6,694 7,869 8,815 10,637 
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Cashflow: 
 

Particulars ( INR in Millions) FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 

Profit Before Tax 253 146 278 367 1,366 

Changes In working Capital -1,365 575 -956 -85 -121 

     Tax Paid -43 -43 -47 -48 -338 

Cash From Operating Activities -1,124 787 -619 1,007 1,738 

Cash Flow from Investing Activities -644 -550 -559 -316 -316 

Cash from Financing Activities 1,756 -220 1,220 -794 -1,160 

Net Cash Inflow / Outflow -12 17 42 -103 262 

Opening Cash & Cash Equivalents 81 69 86 128 25 

Closing Cash & Cash Equivalent 69 86 128 25 286 

 
Ratios: 
 

Particulars ( INR in Millions) FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 

Earnings Per Share (Rs)        2.50         1.08         1.92         2.63         8.71  

DPS(Rs)        0.15         0.10         0.10         0.15         1.30  

Book Value (Rs)      17.64       18.54       20.75       22.22       29.32  

Tax Rate(%)      30.16       32.26       32.59       26.71       34.71  

Dividend Pay Out Ratio(%)        5.99         9.30         5.21         5.70       14.92  

PBIDTM (%)        9.51         8.94         9.05       10.33       15.71  

EBITM (%)        8.33         7.52         7.81         9.03       14.20  

Pre Tax Margin(%)        4.51         1.77         2.74         3.15         9.37  

PATM (%)        3.15         1.20         1.85         2.31         6.12  

ROA (%)        3.92         1.63         2.57         3.23         9.17  

ROE (%)      15.26         7.76       11.24       12.53       33.82  

ROCE (%)      11.52       12.55       14.27       16.27       30.67  

Asset Turnover(x)        1.24         1.36         1.39         1.40         1.50  

Inventory Turnover(x)        4.33         4.77         4.99         4.99         6.37  

Debtors Turnover(x)        7.33         6.95         6.76         6.03         4.80  

Fixed Asset Turnover (x)        3.03         3.07         2.99         3.06         3.54  

Receivable days      49.77       52.53       53.97       60.57       76.09  

Inventory Days      84.37       76.45       73.22       73.11       57.26  

Payable days      17.90       39.02       51.28       54.36       67.92  

Total Debt/Equity(x)        2.29         2.03         2.10         1.93         1.28  

Current Ratio(x)        1.25         1.21         1.26         1.34         1.25  

Interest Cover(x)        2.18         1.31         1.54         1.54         2.94  
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION: 

 

I Abhishek Jain (MBA, PGDM), research analyst, author and the name subscribed to this report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this research report accurately 
reflect my views about the subject issuer(s) or securities. I also certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific 

recommendation(s) or view(s) in this report. 

 

Terms & Conditions and other disclosures: 

KRChoksey Shares and Securities Pvt. Ltd (hereinafter referred to as KRCSSPL) is a registered member of National Stock Exchange of India Limited, Bombay Stock Exchange 

Limited and MCX Stock Exchange Limited. KRCSSPL is in the process of making an application with SEBI for registering as a Research Entity in terms of SEBI (Research Analyst) 

Regulations, 2014. 

We submit that no material disciplinary action has been taken on KRCSSPL and its associates by any Regulatory Authority impacting Equity Research Analysis activities. 

 

KRCSSPL generally prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts and their relatives from maintaining a financial interest in the securities or derivatives of any companies 

that the analyst covers. 

The information and opinions in this report have been prepared by KRCSSPL and are subject to change without any notice. The report and information contained herein is strictly 

confidential and meant solely for the selected recipient and may not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the 
media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of KRCSSPL. While we would endeavor to update the information herein on a reasonable basis, KRCSSPL is not 

under any obligation to update the information. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent KRCSSPL from doing so. Non-rated securities 

indicate that rating on a particular security has been suspended temporarily and such suspension is in compliance with applicable regulations and/or KRCSSPL policies, in 

circumstances where KRCSSPL might be acting in an advisory capacity to this company, or in certain other circumstances. 
 

This report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has been made nor is its accuracy or 

completeness guaranteed. This report and information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer document or solicitation of offer to 

buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the 
same time. KRCSSPL will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting and tax advice or 

a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your specific circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in this report may not 

be suitable for all investors, who must make their own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of specific recipient. This may 

not be taken in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should independently evaluate the investment risks. The value and return on 

investment may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. KRCSSPL accepts no liabilities whatsoever for any loss or damage of any 
kind arising out of the use of this report. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand 

the risks associated before investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-looking statements are not 

predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Our employees in sales and marketing team, dealers and other professionals  may provide oral or written market 

commentary or trading strategies that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed herein, and our proprietary trading and investing businesses may make 
investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. In reviewing these materials, you should be aware that any or all of the foregoing, among 

other things, may give rise to real or potential conflicts of interest. 

 

KRCSSPL or its associates might have received any commission/compensation from the companies mentioned in the report during the period preceding twelve months from the 
date of this report for services in respect of brokerage services or specific transaction or for products and services other than brokerage services. 

 

KRCSSPL encourages the practice of giving independent opinion in research report preparation by the analyst and thus strives to minimize the conflict in preparation of research 

report. KRCSSPL or its analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third party in connection with preparation of the 

research report. Accordingly, neither KRCSSPL nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of interest at the time of publication of this report. 
 

It is confirmed that Abhishek Jain (MBA, PGDM), research analyst of this report have not received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the report in the preceding 

twelve months. Compensation of our Research Analysts is not based on any specific brokerage service transactions. 

 
KRCSSPL or its associates collectively or its research analyst do not hold any financial interest/beneficial ownership of more than 1% (at the end of the month immediately 

preceding the date of publication of the research report) in the company covered by Analyst, and has not been engaged in market making activity of the company covered by 

research analyst.  

Since associates of KRCSSPL are engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial interests or beneficial ownership in various companies including the 

subject company/companies mentioned in this report. 

 
It is confirmed that Abhishek Jain (MBA, PGDM), research analyst do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the companies mentioned in the report. 

 

This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, 

where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject KRCSSPL and affiliates to any registration or licensing 
requirement within such jurisdiction. The securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose 

possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of and to observe such restriction. 
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